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The deveiopment of the concept of a .. t}_E--Utri-l surface .. s.. 

A water parce·1 that moves adiabaticall·r r·oe::L::<ir,s its original 
potential rl.E:r1sity, despite changes i~: i:.~ ::•!-situ temperatL~r-e
and i n-s:. t-u ~2:-isi ty due to the pressLU-L~ .:.:1·,.,-;ng~s. Thus, for en 
appropri.:.}::;.!=...ll:'.. defined reference press~;;c. 2 p:.:•tential densi•; y 
surface i~: et :_,._wface of movement for ~·. t-r!·s:,_de,1t water parcE'l; 
if the wc1.t.eu• js stable, any displacerne,-;t: i:..i the parcel from 
this sur·(ace=i wi 1 ·,. bC counteracted by the b,.,oyancy forces .. 
However. t.n~ c:lef i ni ti on of the appropriate i sopyc:nal surfar.es. 
on which t.:::-.i .::-cllow the spreading of wate,- r.:c:.sses in the oce,:.,.:, 
interior i:3 fc-.r: from straightforward. Tne variation of the 
in-si tu density in the ocean is dominated by pressure effects, 
and due to the non-1 in ear- nature of the equation of state ci-f 

sea-water-,. it is not satisfactory to defi,1£.• density surface~ 
relative to any single pressure 1 evel. 

The idea of a "perfect" neutral surface. 

The concept of hydrostatic stability in the vertical direction 
can be e>~tended to the thr-ee-dimension:al movement of a water 
parcel, and in particular to the surface of neutral buoyancy 
delineated by the locus of all pos·sible neutral paths of the 
parcel in question. 

Approximating a 11 perfect" neut,ral surface: Underlying Problems. 

Moving a parcel along a neutral surface implies the knowledge 
of the local water properties and in particular the variations 
of e and S with pressure. However, the oceanographic reality 
provides data at discrete depths of a ,,2bsork of stations, 
sometimes widely spaced. Thus some approximate approach is 
needed. Implicit in the preceding discussion are the problems 
of where to start a neutral surface and how to e:-:tend it. Any 
observation?} level (pA , SA, TA) of an arbitrary :o reference 
station:- h, c.an be used as .a :-reference -level:- to start a 
neutral surface .. However!' if our objective _is to follow the 
spreading o-~ a particular water mass, then we should start it 
from a level, at which the presence of this water mass is 
established. The major problem in extending the neutral surface 
is what reference pressure to use in calculating the densities 
to be compared; in particular, the in-situ density cannot be 
used due to the effect of the pressure. Thus, the selection of 
an 'appropriate 1 reference pre·ssure is crucial and reflects an 
ambiguity inherent in any method of e.pprc~•:i1f1i.\i.:irig an "ideal:o 
neutral surface. Another problem in extending the surface is 
whether to use throughout the originally selecti,d 'reference 
parcel', (SA, TA) or to redefine the latter from station to 
station. Related to: the last problem is the configuration of 
tt:'}e station-network available. Some possi bi 1 i ties to overcome 
these problems exist. These and their respective utility was 
considered and the results obtained "'ere sometimes widely 
different. This is probably due to the "reference parcel 11 

being redefined between ~,i del y spaced stations, with 
C:ontrasti ng thermohal i ne proper-ties. 

Effects of the compressibility dependence on the thermo hal i ne 
properties of a water parcel. 

To clarify the above statement a 'path-dependency' test w.a.s 
conducted, i .. e. a neLttral surface was traced in a network of 
closely-spaced stations arranged in a closed ·!cop, so that the 
r-,eutral surface in question was started 2.nd in the absence of 
i path-dependency!' was expected to return to the ~,:;ame level at 
the original sts:.<:.tion. The re~1-:ts indicate that redefining a 
"'reference parcel!> from stat1uri to station in e;-~ter1ding a 
neutr-al surface does not, in general, return the surface in 
question to its original level. This path-dependency is 
presumably an e>:pressi on of the i nt-ierent ambiguity concerning 
the depth (pressure) at which a neutral surface occurs~ and it 
is ultimately a manifestation of the dependence of th.;. 
(ctdiabatic) compressibility of sea-water on temperat.Ltre and 

salinity .. However, this problem can be circt..lmvented by the 
method proposed. 

Method proposed. 

A set of water parcels with observed temperatures and 
salinities can be used to start a set of neutral surfaces. The 
levels at which the adiabatic density gradients for each of 
these water parcels intersect the in situ density profile at 
each station in a data set determine the levels of each of the 
neutral surfaces at that station. The neutral sur-faces thereby 
defined were found to e,:hibit no path-dependency and their 
analysis has pr6vided meaningful results::.:.. 

Appl icat.ions. 

Data from the Mediterranean Sea are used to obtain a number of 
neutral surf aces, whi eh portray vi vi dl y the spreading patterns 
of the Levantine Intermediate water and also of the Deep water 
in the Eastern Mediterrc.nean. 
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